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SCHEDULE
Gaomei Wetlands - It is rich in natural resources and has a complex ecological species, 
mainly birds, fish, crabs and other invertebrates, is an important ecological conservation area.

Noodles Origin (include scroll DIY) - Adhering to the spirit of making noodle-loving 
people eat healthy noodles, it has been passed down for three generations for 80 years. From 
eating noodles to selling noodles, come to Dajia Dajiamian Headquarters to visit the noodle 
story hall that combines industry and culture. Watch noodles, eat noodles, Buy noodles, DIY 
packaging, and convey the noodles and the brand's Yijiazi heritage and story to everyone at the 
same time.

Shenji New Village - There are many specialties, cafes and occasional market gatherings. 
Every holiday has always attracted a lot of people. Every time you audit the new village, you can 
discover new highlights.

Tianliao Moon World - The special landscape of Tianliao "Moon World" in geography is 
called "bad land".  After years of strong erosion by rainwater and river water, sediment is 
deposited on the mud-stone and mixed with mud-stone, then weathered and deposited the 
landscape nowadays.

Kaohsiung Port Warehouse No.2 (KW2) - Utilizing the simple spatial elements of the 
warehouse, created a waterfront living space dedicated to the creation, dining and exhibition of 
Kaohsiung Port. A new experience in Kaohsiung Harborside Life, combining the leisure tourism, 
cultural creation exhibition, dining and dining, and the beautiful port of Kaohsiung.

Brown Boulevard - Field road, popular for shooting advertisements for Brown coffee, known 
as "Brown Avenue". There is a winding path in the middle, where Takeshi Kaneshiro came to 
shoot advertisements on his bicycle, and the endless green rice fields on both sides swayed in 
the wind, which is known as a "verdant paradise road".

Dongdamen Night Market - Combining a variety of special dishes, Fukucho Night Market, 
Aboriginal Street, Mainland Province Street, and Ziqiang Night Market are full of food stalls, 
allowing adults and children to have fun.

Zhang Mei Ama’s Farm (include entrance ticket) - With a 400-pyeong 
Japanese-style garden, the garden has kind and cute deer, capybara and other animals, you 
can experience feeding and interaction in person, there are also rental kimono services in the 
park, and there are a variety of  DIY activities to participate in, suitable for bringing family and 
children to visit during the holidays.

National Revolutionary Martyrs' Shrine - The main building type imitates the Hall of 
Supreme Harmony of the Forbidden City in Beijing, which is majestic and magnificent, 
symbolizing the fearless spirit of the martyrs. The guards standing in front of the gate of the 
Martyrs' Shrine all resemble statues, and the hourly guard changing ceremony is even more 
unique and worth seeing.

Jiufen Old Street - The liveliest street in Jiufen is also the place where the most snacks 
gather. The narrow alleys are lined with shops shouting and drinking, and the hot stoves are 
bubbling with fragrant desserts and salty food, and countless delicacies make people only 
complain that there are no more stomachs!

Ximending - Ximending Night Market is a pedestrian shopping area during the day and night. 
This is a place where many things are trendy, exciting and strange. Without a doubt, this is the 
coolest neighborhood and frequented by young people living in Taipei.
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7 Breakfast / 5 Lunch / 2 Dinner

Seafood Cuisine Chou’s Shrimp Rolsl Wanluan Pork Knuckle
Chishang Bento Old Taiwan Style Cuisine Formosa Chang’s Braised Pork Rice Set
Hotel Cuisine

Taichung Stay Hotel or similar class     x1 Night
Kaohsiung Hotel Midtown Richardson Bo Ai or similar class   x1 Night

x1 Night

x1 Night
Taipei ALOFT Beitou Hotel or similar class     x2 Nights

Tea House
Pi Xiu Tianlu Museum 
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